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ARCHER XTREME™ TITANIUM XTREME RESETS THE BAR 

Titanium Bowsight Featuring Lightweight Durability and Strength That Will Perform on the Most Xtreme Hunts 
 

Titanium has long been recognized for its superior characteristics of strength, durability and lightweight — making it a 
top choice of engineers for aircrafts, missiles, rocket construction — and now the Xtreme archers top choice for 
bowsights!  When you require only the best, you need titanium; specifically, you need the Titanium Xtreme™ from 
Archer Xtreme, the official sight of Team Elk (RMEF) and the only machined titanium bowsight in the world! 

 
The Titanium Xtreme starts with a two-inch titanium sight housing, which offers a superior field-of-view and enhanced 
target acquisition in low-light conditions. The Titanium Bracket Ridge system (TBR) provides unmatched strength and 
thanks to its titanium construction, will resist the elements. Archer Xtremeʼs new HV Guard Ring system enhances 
accuracy by showing the slightest torque or misalignment of the sight housing and the peep sight for better alignment 
when making critical shots. 
 
Beyond the bulletproof construction, the Titanium Xtreme has every feature you would expect to find on a sight 
constructed for Xtreme performance including: five .019” Ultra Super Flex fiber optic pins in red, green and yellow. Each 
pin is constructed using Archer Xtremeʼs Center Core Pin technology which features stainless steel tube pins to protect 
fragile fiber optics.  
 
And Archer Xtremeʼs engineers did not stop there. The Titanium Xtreme also utilizes Archer Xtremeʼs Fiber Harness 
technology — the ultimate in protection and light transmission to each pin. The Titanium Xtreme is fully tunable on both 
the second and third axis for accurate shooting on flat ground or from an elevated/low lying position. Set up is a snap 
thanks to the Easy-Set Knobs, which also feature Archer Xtremeʼs innovative tool locks to ensure the sight doesnʼt 
loosen or drift when you head to the field. 
 
Other stand out features that make the Titanium Xtreme rise above the competition include the RH/LH reversing 
bracket, rear LED deployment, laser marking for both windage and elevation, absolute zero pin gap and a full lifetime 
warranty. The Archer Xtreme Titanium Xtreme is available in Blackout /Ti Gray to complement any bow while remaining 
practically invisible to prey during the hunt.  
 
For more information on the new Archer Xtreme Titanium Xtreme or Archer Xtremeʼs full selection of high-performance 
sights, quivers, stabilizers and archery accessories, please contact:  Archer Xtreme at P.O. Box 328 Belgrade, MT 
59714. · Telephone: (406) 924-6113 · Or visit www.archerxtreme.com. 
   
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com.  

 

 

Contact:  Jonina Costello / jcostello@full-throttlecom.com 
  Jason Bear / jbear@full-throttlecom.com 
  Phone: (805) 529-3700 


